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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we continue our study of representation-finite self-injective 
algebras. considering those of tree-class D,. Let d be one of the Dynkin 
graphs ‘4,, D,,, E,, E,, or E, and ZA the corresponding translation-quiver. 
With a subset ,F of vertices of ZA we associate a translation-quiver (Zd), in 
the following way: The underlying quiver of (Zd)F is obtained by adding to 
YA a vertex c* and the two arrows c+ c* and c* + T ‘c for every c in SK”. 
We take the translation of (LA), to bc the translation of Zd on the common 
vertices and to be undefined on the remaining vertices of (;7d)F. A set SF is 
called a conJiguratiou of Zd if (ZA), is a representable translation-quiver 
]3], i.e., if it satisfies the conditions stated in [2. 2.81. If d ranges over all 
Dynkin graphs, V over all configurations of LA, and ZZ over ail nontrivial 
admissible automorphism groups of (LA),. the residue quivers (~dj,lU 
provide a complete list of Auslander-Reiten quivers of finite-dimensional 
basic connected algebras over an algebraicaliy closed field k which are 
representationfinite and self-injective, but not equal to k- ]3. 1.3). In most 
cases, such an algebra is uniquely determined by its huslander-Reiten 
quiver. In this paper, we describe the configurations of LX,!. Given a 
configuration SF of ZD,z, finding all admissible automorphism groups of 
(TD,)F amounts to finding the admissible automorphism groups of PQ, 
stabilizing ‘8’. By (6, 4.21, the admissible automorphism groups of 20,, are 
just the cyclic groups of infinite order. 
By k(Zd) we denote the mesh-category associated with Ld j6. ?.l]. A 
combinatorial configuration [7, 2.31 of Zd is a subset P of vertices of Llfi 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) For any vertex x of Ld, there is a c in ,P such that 
k(Zd)(x, c) # 0. 
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(b) For two distinct vertices c and d in g, k(Zd)(c, d) 4 0. 
For n > 5: we denote by d the only automorphism with order 2 of the trans- 
lation-quiver z/D,. Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. (a) For n > 5, the isornorphism classes of #-stable 
combinatorial conj?gurations of ZD, correspond bijectively to the 
combinatorial configurations of ZA,Z-2. (b) For n > 5, the isomorphisrn 
classes of d-unstable combinatorial configurations of ZD, correspond bijec- 
tivelq to the orbits under cyclic permutation of triples consisting of a 
combinatorial configuration of ZA,, , ZA,>, and ZA,,. respectively, where n[, 
n2, and n, are any natural numbers (including zero) with n, + n2 + n3 = 
n - 3. (c) The isomorphism classes of combinatorial ConJgurations of LD, 
correspond bijectively to the combinatorial configurations of LA2. 
We call two subsets SY and g’ of vertices of SD, isomorphic if %Y is 
mapped onto @’ under an automorphism of ZD,, . In the course of the proof, 
we will explicitly construct the bijections mentioned in the theorem, so that, 
given the classification of combinatorial configurations of ZA,R [7, 2.61, all 
combinatorial configurations of ZD, can be written down for any n. Notice 
that for n > 5: d-stable and #-unstable combinatorial configurations of LD, 
are not isomorphic, and thus there is no overlap among the isomorphism 
classes described in (a) and (b). 
It is easy to see that any configuration of Ld is a combinatorial 
configuration. To see the converse, one approach is to show that for any 
combinatorial configuration %‘, the mesh-category k( (LA),) satisfies 
Auslander’s conditions for categories ind /1 over some locally representation- 
finite category n [I], [2, 2.31. We chose this approach in case d = A,, [7]. 
However, the combinatorial problems it poses for D, by far exceed the ones 
arising for A,. We can avoid them by making use of results obtained in [3] 
as follows: 
Recall from [5, 1.41 that a quiver Q is a Brauer quiver if and only if Q is 
finite and connected and satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) Q is the union of the cycles contained in Q. 
(b) Every vertex belongs to exactly two cycles. 
(c) Any two cycles meet in one vertex at most. 
Call the number of vertices of Q its order. We obtain an orientation on Q by 
dividing the arrows into two classes, (Y- and p-arrows, in such a way that 
each cycle of Q belongs to one class and distinct cycles having a vertex in 
common to different classes. An arrowed Brauer quiver of order m is an 
oriented Brauer quiver together with a chosen u-arrow, and we agree to 
consider the only Brauer quiver of order 0 to be arrowed. Given an arrowed 
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Brauer quiver Q of order m, there is exactly one way to identify its vertices 
with the set of mth roots of unity in C, which we take to be empty in case 
m = 0, such that the following holds: Any path of the form u/3 in Q starting 
at exp(27G(x/m)) for some integer x stops at exp(2iri(x + 1)/m), and the 
chosen o-arrow in Q stops at 1 (see [5, 1.51). In [7, 3.41, we associated an 
oriented Brauer quiver Q, of order m with any (combinatorial) configuration 
F of ZA,; the vertices of Q, are the mth roots of unity, and each path up 
has the property above. Clearly, the map sending F to Q7 together with the 
a-arrow stopping at 1, is a bijection between configurations of ZA, and 
isomorphism classes of arrowed Brauer quivers of order m (compare [3, 61). 
Replacing the chosen a-arrow x 3 J in an arowed Brauer quiver Q of order 
m > 0 by the quiver 
and assigning cc2 . 9/3 to the Brauer quiver of order 0. we obtain a bijection 
between isomorphism classes of arrowed Brauer quivers of order m and 
“looped” Brauer quivers of order m + 1; the chosen p- loop is the new one. 
A looped Brauer quiver is a pair consisting of an oriented Brauer quiver of 
positive order and a p- loop. 
By part (a) of our theorem, isomorphism classes of e-stable combinatorial 
configurations of ZD,,, for rz > 5, correspond bijectively to isomorphism 
classes of arrowed Brauer quivers of orders n - 2. and these are the data 
classifying isomorphism classes of p-stable configurations of TD,, for I?> 5, 
by 13, 7.11. Similarly, isomorphism classes of Q-unstable combinatorial 
configurations of HD,, for n > 5? are given by triples of isomorphism classes 
of arrowed Brauer quivers of order n, , n2, and n, , up to cyclic permutation, 
where n,, nz, and n3 are natural numbers with n, + n, + 11~ = n - 3. 
Equivalently, they correspond bijectively to the triples of isomorphism 
classes of looped Brauer quivers whose orders add up to IL up to cyclic 
permutation, and this is just the way the isomorphism classes of q-unstable 
configurations of TD, were described in [3, 7.21. for rt > 5. Finally. there are 
two isomorphism classes of both combinatorial and “noncombinatorial” 
configurations of ?TD, (3, 7.61, so that we obtain: 
COROLLARY. Any combinatorial configuration of ZD,, is a conjiguration. 
Since we will not mention configurations again, ,ve will from now on refer 
to combinatorial configurations merely as coqfigurations. Throughout the 
article, we assume k to be algebraically closed, and modules are right 
modules. 
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2. SHADOWS IN LD, 
For the vertices of ZD, we use the coordinates (p, q), where p and q are 
integers and 1 ,< q < n, as indicated in Fig. 1 [7, 1.31. We call a vertex (p, q) 
low if q < II - 2, and high, otherwise. Two high vertices (p,, qI) and (p,, q?) 
are said to be congruent or incongruent ifp, + q, is congruent or incongruent 
to pz + q2 modulo 2, respectively. The automorphism q5 of ZD, (see 
Section 1) fixes the low vertices and exchanges (p, y1- 1) and (p, n) for any 
p E L; this definition makes sense for n = 4 as well. By v we denote the 
Nakayama permutation of ZD, [4. 6.51. 
Let r be a translation-quiver and let .Y be in its vertex set TO. We define 
the shadoH in r starring at x to be the set S,‘(,u) of vertices in the support of 
k(T)@, ?), and the shadow? in r stopping at x to be the set S;(x) of vertices 
in the support of k(T)(?, x). Notice that x E S,+(v) if and only if 4’ E S;(x). 
In case r= ZD,z, we will drop the subscript ZD,, if no confusion is possible. 
PROPOSITION (See Fig. 2). Let (p, q) be a verte,u oj- LD, . 
(a) g (p, q) is IOW, tt’e have 
S+(p,q)= {(x,JJ):p<x,<p+q- 1 <x+4’) 
u((x,~~j:~u~p+n-l1x+min(y,n-1)~p+q+n-2}. 
(b) rf (p, q) is high, 1ve hatie 
S+(p,q)=((x,4’):Y~n-2,x~p+n-2<x+~) 
u {(x,~~):y>n- l,p<x<p+n--2.x+yrp+q mod 2). 
(c) In any case, S+ (p, q) = S- (v(p, 4)). 
ProoJ We use definitions and results of [4, 6.51. Let A be the hereditary 
FIGURE 1 
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algebra whose quiver is the slice Q of ZD, starting at (p, q), and identify its 
Auslander-Reiten quiver r with the full subtranslation-quiver of ZD,, whose 
vertices lie on or between Q and v(Q). Then S:(p, q) is the support of the 
additive function f&,,, starting at (p, q), and computation shows that this is 
just the set described in (a) or (b), respectively, depending on q. 
For any x in r,, we have 
Therefore, 
WD,)(b 41, x> = W((P, q), ~1. 
WD,)((p, s>, x> = 0 
for all vertices x of ZD, on the slice Q’ stopping at (p’, q’) = T-‘IQ, q), 
except maybe (p’, q’). But this equality holds for the tails of all arrows of 
LD, stopping at (p’, q’), and hence for (p’, q’) too, as well as for all 
vertices to the right of Q’. We conclude that 
The description of S;Dn(~~(p, q)) is obtained by duality, and (c) follows. 
3. ~(2n-3)z-STABILITY 
PROPOSITION. Any configuration F of ZD,, is ~“~--“~-stable. 
ProoJ Let G? be a configuration of ZD,,. We re-interpret the two 
conditions ‘9 satisfies in terms of shadows: 
(a) The shadow in LD, starting at any vertex intersects @. 
(b) The shadow in ZD, starting at a point of g contains no other 
point in %?. 
These two conditions are still satisfied if we replace “starting” by 
“stopping.” 
For any integer i, St (i, 1) consists of the vertices (i, I), (i, 2) ,..., (i, n - l), 
(i, n), (i + 1, IZ - 2) ,..., (i + n - 2, 1). Th us it intersects GY either in exactly 
one vertex or else in {(i, n - I), (i, n)). Therefore, the function 6: L + Z for 
which 6i - i is the number of vertices on any path in ZD,, from (i, 1) to a 
point of ‘Z in S+(i, 1) is well-defined. Notice that i < hi < i + 2n - 3. The 
intersection of g with S+(i, 1) consists of the following vertices: 
(i: 6i - l), if Gi--i<n- 1, 
(i, IZ - 1) or (i, n) or both, if Gi-i=n- 1, 
(Si + 1 - n, 2n - 2 + i - Si), if Gi--i>n- 1. 
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In any case, @‘n S+(i, 1) is contained in S’(& + 1 - 12, I), and hence 
6(6i + 1 - n) = i + 1 - n, which implies that 6 is injective. 
We will show first that 6(i+2n -3)=&+ 2n -3. Assume there are 
integers i < j < i + 211 - 3 with 6i E Lsj mod 2n - 3. Since 6 is injective and 
since 
6i - (2n - 3) ,< i < j < (sj < j + 2n - 3 < i + 2(2n - 3) < di + 2(2n - 3), 
this implies Sj = 6i + 2n - 3. Notice that Si - i ( Sj - j. 
Suppose dj - j = n - 1 (see Fig. 3). The vertex (i, 6i - i) and the high 
vertex (j, k) E 5Y are the only points of 5Y in S’ (i, 6i - i) and S (j, k), 
respectively. Hence neither of the shadows starting at (i, n - 1) and (i, U) 
intersects g in a low point, so that we find two incongruent high vertices 
(pi. q,) and (pz, qJ in %? with j + 2 - n ,< pi and pl. One of them is 
congruent to (j, k) and thus lies in S-(j, k), which is a contradiction. 
We use an analogous argument to exclude 6i - i = n - 1. One way of 
settling the remaining case 6i - i # II - 1 # Sj- j is to show that any 
shadow containing (i + y1- 2, 1) and (j, 1) (unless i + n - 2 =.j, there is 
only one) does not intersect G?. However, the proof breaks up into four 
different cases, depending on the inequalities holding among the numbers 
i + II - 2, 6i - 1, j, and Sj + 1 - n. We will adapt an argument used in 
[7, 2.71 to the present situation, which avoids this difficulty. 
Let f be the map from (ZA,, P3)o to the power set of (ZD,),, given by 
f(PY 4) = I(P, q)L if q<n-1, 
= {(p, n - I>, (P, n>), if q=n-1, 
=((p+q+l-n, h-2-q)], if q>rz-1, 
where we use the coordinates introduced in [ 7, 1.31 for the vertices of 
ZA 2,z-3. It is not hard to see that the following equality holds for any (p, q) 
in (ZAzn--3)0 : 
U f(x, J!) = u GD,,(P’~ 4’) 
L~,?)ES&2n-31PJ?) (p'.q')cf(p.d 
(see Fig. 4 and [7, 2.61). A s a consequence, (i, 6i - i) and (j, b;j - j) are the 
only vertices in Sgd’i12n-3 (i, 6i - i) and s~~?,-,(j, Sj - j), respectively, whose 
image under f intersects 5?? nontrivially. Hence f(x, ~j) f7 @ = 0 for any 
(xv Y> E s,:, 2n-3(i3j- i+ 1) ( see Fig. 5), and so none of the shadows in ZD, 
starting at a vertex in f(i, j - i + 1) intersects q’, which is impossible. 
For any iE T, the sets {Si, 6(i+ l),..., 6(i+ 2n - 4)/ and {S(i + l), 
S(i + 2),..., S(i + 2n - 3)} form full sets of representatives for L/(2n - 3) Z, 
and thus 6(i + 2n - 3) E 6i mod 2n - 3. This implies &,i + 2n - 3) = 
6i + 2n - 3. 
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(p,2n-3) 
(p+q-l ,2n-2-q) 
--- 
. (x+y+l-n,2n-2-y) E f (x,y) 
(p+q-lrl) (p+n-2.1) 
FIGURE 3 
We conclude that the set of low points of 5? is s”“-““-stable. As for the 
set H, of high points of @, we know only that, given (i:j) in H>: 
i + ,I(2n - 3) is the first coordinate of a point of H, for any ,4 E ‘. Assume 
that for some i both (i, n - 1) and (i, n) lie in @, and let i’ > i be minimal 
(with respect to the natural order of Z) so that there is a point (i’, j’) in H,?. 
The shadow stopping at #(if, j’) intersects P in a high point, whose first 
coordinate must be i’, by our choice of i’ and since i < i’ + 2 - II. Thus 
(i’, n - 1) and (i’, n) lie in G?‘, and by induction we conclude that @’ is 4- 
stable and hence ~(~~-~)‘-stable. 
We are left with the case that H, does not contain both (z’, n - 1) and 
(i, n) for any i, and of course we can assume H, f 0. Let (i,, j,). (iz. j?). .,., 
be “consecutive” points in HV with i, < iz < ... . For any k > 1, the inter- 
section of S + (#(ik, j,)) with @ consists of just one high point, which must be 
(ia,, , jk+ ,). We infer that 
i, < i 4+,<iA+n-2<ikt2. 
This implies 
i, ,< i2 + n - 2 < i, + 2n - 3 < i, + n - I < ij 
and hence i, = i, + 2n - 3. which we know to occur among the i,. In 
addition, 
i, + j, f i2 + jz f i, + j, f i, + j, f i, + jJ mod 2, 
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(i 
(6i-1,l) Cj,l) 
FIGURE 5 
so that j, =j, and (i, + 2n - 3,j,) E HF. Examining points of H, whose 
first coordinate is less then i, finishes the proof. 
4. HIGH AND Low POINTS OF CONFIGURATIONS 
Call a set H of high vertices of ZD, suitable if H consists of the z’~+~“- 
orbits of either (i, n - 1) and (i, n) for some i or (i, , j,), (i?, jz), and (i,, j3), 
where i, < iz < i, < i, + 2n - 3, all three numbers i, - i,, i, - iz, and 
i, + 2n -- 3 - i, are strictly less than n - 1, and i, + j, f i, + jz f i, + j, 
mod 2. For a suitable set H, we let R, be the subset of vertices of LD,, 
which do not belong to a shadow stopping or starting at a point of H. Notice 
that R, contains no high vertices. We call a subset L of (ZD,), an H-set if L 
lies in R, and satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) The shadow starting at any point of R, intersects L. 
(b) The shadow starting at a point of L contains no other point of L. 
PROPOSITION. A set g c (LD,), is a configuration if and on& if the set 
HP of high vertices of g is suitable and the set L, of low vertices of SF is an 
HP-set. 
ProoJ That HF is suitable for a #-unstable configuration g follows from 
the proof of Proposition 3. Let F be a @-stable configuration. Each low 
vertex in @ = p/t (‘n-3)” lies in exactly 2 of the 2n - 3 distinct subsets 
rcznm 3)HSt(i$ 1) of LD,/r (Zn-3)z. On the other hand, each of these sets 
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intersects $?, but contains at most one low vertex in @. For parity reasons, 
S? contains high vertices, say (i, n - 1) and (i, n) for some i, and any high 
vertex of ZD, belongs to the shadow starting or stopping at some vertex in 
$Zn- r’)Z(i, l7 _ I> or pII--3Jz (i, nj. Hence H, is suitable for any configuration 
F, and clearly L, is an H-,-set. 
In order to establish the converse, it suffices to check that S’(p$ 9) 
intersects P for any (p, 4) in (XD,&,? because the second condition for P to 
be a configuration is obviously satisfied. We may assume that (p, q) belongs 
to the shadow starting at some (i: j) E N, but not to a shadow stopping at 
any vertex of HP. We set R,, = R,. 
Let P be &stable. The vertex (i + n - 1, p - ij lies in R iy, and 
S-(i + IZ - 1, p - i) lies in S’(p, 4). up to vertices outside R, (see Fig. 6j. 
Now assume g is #-unstable, let i, < il < i, < i, + 2n -- 3 be the first 
coordinates of points of H,, and let (p, q) be in S T (ii ~ j, j. In case (p, q) is 
low, none of the numbers p, p + l,..., p + q - 1 is the first coordinate of a 
point in Hw, by our condition on the location of (p, q j (see Fig. 7). Since 
i, < i, + n - 2 < p + q - 1, we see that i2 < p. and similarly p + q - 1 < i,. 
Using i, < iZ + II - 2: we obtain p + q + 1 - II < i, < p. Let us show that 
(p’, q’) = (i2 + II - 1, p - iz) lies in R,: the first coordinates of high vertices 
in s-(p’. q’) are i2 + 1. i, + 2 ,..., p, and they all lie strictly between i, and 
13 ’ whereas the first coordinates i, + n - 1, il + II,..., p + n - 2 of high 
vertices in S ‘(p’. q’) lie strictly between i, and i, + 211 - 3. We claim that 
moreover S’ (p’, q’) is contained in S+ (p, q), up to vertices outside R %. It 
suffices to examine low vertices (x, y) in S + (p’, 4’). If i, + 2n - 2 < .Y + j’ 
(cross-hatched vertically in Fig. 7), i-r. J) lies in S -(i, + 2n - 3, j2), and if 
i, + 2n - 2 < x + y < iz -+ 2n -- 2 (cross-hatched horizontally). (s. .r’i 
belongs to SP(i, + 2n - 3,j,). The remaining vertices of ST (p’, q’) clearly 
lie in s+(p, 4). 
Finally, in case (p, q) is high, it must be congruent to (i, . j,). and thus to 
(ii,jj). But (p, q) & S-(i,, j3), so that p < ij + 2 - II < iz (see Fig. 8). As in 
the previous case, (p’, q’) = (i, -t n - 1. p - i,) lies in R V, and S ’ (p’. @j is 
contained in S+ (p, q), up to vertices outside R,.. 
5. ISOMORPHISM CLASSES OF CONFIGURATIONS 
We call a configuration $9 of ZD, norinal if it contains (1 - n. 17 - 1); in 
case n = 4 we require g to be &stable in addition. Clearly, the set of high 
vertices is the same for all normal q-stable configurations; it consists of all 
high vertices whose first coordinate is congruent to 1 - n mod 2n - 3. With 
any triple (n,, rrZ, n3) of natural numbers (including zero) such that 
n, + nz+ n3 = n - 3, we associate a set H(n,, rr,, nj) consisting of the 
T ‘2n-3~L-orbit~ of 
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and 
(1 -n, n- l), 7-(nl+n3+“p+yl - ,& * - I), 
Clearly, H(n,, n2, n3) is a suitable set. Let H be any suitable p-unstable set 
containing (1 - n, it - l), and let 1 - n < iz < i, < n - 2 be the first coor- 
dinates of vertices in H. It is easy to see that H = Hji,, -ix - 1, II -- .2 - 
i, + i2). 
PROPOSITION. (a) For n > 5, each isomorphism class oj’ @-stable 
conj?gurations of ZD, contains exactly one normal configuration. 
(b) For PZ> 5, each isomorphism class of $-unstable configurations of 
LD,, contains a normal configuration. For a normal configuration g with 
Hy = H(n, ) n2, n,), the only normal configurations isomorphic to P are 
and gn = *2n,+nZ+n!+ZQfll+n;4. 
(c) Each isomorphism class of configurations of HD, contains exact& 
ooze normal configuration. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from the description of high vertices of a 
normal configuration and the fact that any configuration is 7”nP’)r-stable. 
(c) Let %? be a $-unstable configuration of ZD,. Then the first coordinates of 
high points in P are congruent to i, i + 1. and i + 3 mod 5 for some i. and 
computation shows R, = ?‘(i + 4, 1). Thus (i + 4, 1) lies in P, and we can 
assume (i + 3. 3) does, too. Applying to P the automorphism which fixes 
(p, 2) and (p, 3) and exchanges (p, 1) and (p - 1,4) for all p yields a @- 
stable configuration isomorphic to P. Our assertion follows. 
6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For any natural number m < II - 2 we define an injection 
ym : (TA,), + (ZD,),, 
using the coordinates introduced in 17, 1.31 for ZA,, . We set 
V,(P, a> = (P, 4). if O<p<p+q<m, 
=(p+q+n-2-m,m+l-q), if ptm<p+q, 
and we extend this definition to all vertices of SA, by requiring that 
Wm o y = p-3 0 vi/m> where 7 denotes the translation of ZA, on the left- 
hand side and ZD,, on the right-hand side (Fig. 9). 
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LEMMA. For any vertex (p. q) qf ZA,, we have 
w~(~I+,~(v~,(P~ 4))) = fGm(p. q), 
ProoJ It suffices to check this for vertices (p, 4) with 0 < p < rn. The 
proof in case p + q < m is indicated in Fig. 9. 
PROPOSITION. Under ty,;lz, normai &stable co@gurations of ZD,! 
correspond bijectiuely to configurations of ZA, -z. 
Clearly, this proposition implies parts (a) and (c) of our theorem. 
ProojI By Proposition 4, a set @ is a normal p-stable configuration if 
and only if g = H G L, where H is the set of high vertices whose first coor- 
dinate is congruent to 1 - n mod 2n - 3 and L is an H-set. It is easy to 
check that v’,-* maps @A,-& bijectively onto R,. From this and the 
preceding lemma, we deduce that under w;-Yz, H-sets correspond bijectively 
to configurations of ZA,z-Z. 
PROPOSITION. Normal $-unstable configurations of SD, containing 
H(n, ) II?, n3) correspond bijectiveb to triples consisting of a configuration of 
LA,& ) ZA,?, and ZAn3, respectively, under the map sending q to 
Proof. Set 
Xl = Wn, 3 x1 = 5 
-(n,+nj+l) 
W,,, and x3 = r 
-(?n,+n~+n,+?j 
Y,l;. 
By Proposition 4, it suffices to classify H-sets for H = H(n, , nz. n3). The 
set R,{ is the disjoint union of the images of the maps x,, xz, and x3 (see 
Fig, 10). In order to see that L is an H-set if and only if x; ‘L is a 
configuration of ZAnk for k = 1, 2, 3, it sufftces to show that for any vertex 
(P, 9) of Z+ 
x~(%JP, q)) = %,&(P~ q)) * R,. 
This equality follows from our lemma, provided that 
G&(P. 4)) n Im xE = 0 
for k + s. Assume for instance this is wrong for k = 1, and let (p? q) be such 
thatO<p<n,. Wehave 
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where the union is taken over all i satisfying either 0 < i < frl - 1 or iz -- 1 < 
i < n + n, - 3, and thus there is a vertex 
for such an i and s = 2 or 3. But one of the vertices (x, I> or (X + 4’ - 1, i) 
Iies in the same set and thus equals (i. I) or (i + n - 2, I), which is 
impossible. This finishes the proof. 
We established a bijection from the set of normal q-unstable 
configurations of SD, to the set of triples consisting of a configuration of 
hA,,, U,iZ, and ZAn3, respectively, where 12, ,!I?, n3 are any natural 
numbers with 12~ + n, + n3 = n - 3. Let F be a normal #-unstable 
configuration, let HP = H(n, , nz, n3) and assume F corresponds to the triple 
(F, , Fz, @). It is not hard to see that for the normal configurations F’ and 
9” isomorphic to g (Section 5), Hp,=H(nz,n,,n,) and Hy;,,=H(rz,,tzz,, trz) 
and that F’ and F” correspond to (Fz, qI, F,) and (FX, CP,, P?), respec- 
tively. This finishes the proof of part (b) of the theorem. 
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